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Context and highlights
Another year under a COVID cloud meant consistent changes to routines and structures at Woodside Preschool. 
Children, parents and staff all managed these changes superbly and worked together to ensure that the 38 children 
enrolled had a quality preschool programme in a supported environment. Occasional Care continued to be a 
popular option for families with younger children also. Our staff were unchanged from the previous year and offered 
consistency to children who had been through our Occasional Care and or Pre Entry programmes.
We had an enthusiastic Governing Council who decided at the beginning of the year that fundraising was not a 
priority for our preschool as the community were still recovering from the bushfires of 2019. One again a free 
parenting course was offered to support families in their parenting and their recovery. We were fortunate to be able 
to run most of our popular community events that cement a sense of belonging for members of our Community. We 
held one of our main community events, The Wheel-a-thon, in September with high numbers of parents, 
grandparents and friends attending at the Gilman bike Track as well as the local Army trucks and the CFS fire truck 
(with Grandparents on board). Mother’s night and Father’s Nights were held this year, allowing parents a rare and 
important opportunity to spend a prolonged period of time on site with their children. Fortunately, we were also able 
to hold a Grandparents Day this year, attended by many grandparents and special friends and supported by 
Governing Council members to help it run safely.
Unfortunately, our Playgroup had an inconsistent year as a result of restrictions and struggled to gain traction due to 
this uncertainty. Our volunteer coordinator offered a varied programme when able to and engaged with 
PlaygroupSA on many occasions to support the group. 
We had one period when we offered a blend of at home and on-site learning for 2 weeks and during this time staff 
worked tirelessly to offer a varied and interesting programme to all children by way of take home packs, online 
videos and consistency for children at the centre.  An important part of this programme is ensuring that vulnerable 
families and children are cared for throughout and staff worked very hard to ensure that this happened. Due to prior 
planning we had resources and plans ready and could put them in place seamlessly.
For staff, there was a large amount of ‘behind the scenes’ holiday work as we managed the installation of an entire 
new kitchen and art area, a complete refurbishment of the storeroom including installation of a compactus system, 
new lockers and hat storage, a full stock take and inventory update an

Governing council report
The function of our governing council is to represent the preschool community. We support and collaborate with the 
director and preschool staff to improve student learning outcomes.
Although 2021 was another interesting year due to Covid guidelines and restriction, the governing council must 
congratulate staff on their ability to overcome and adapt to the changing environment. Staff were able to safely 
manage day to day activities, excursions, Parents nights and the annual bike-a-thon. 
The governing council helped to facilitate many fundraising opportunities including producing beautiful recipe books 
complemented with tea towels and aprons, the firewood raffle and bike-a-thon. The preschool will put fundraising 
efforts towards building a new cubie house for the children in the near future. 
The council also supported many well overdue capital projects on site. New backpack lockers, front veranda and 
occasional care room windows, doors and storage cupboards, a full kitchen fit out, and a renovated storage room 
complete with new compactus replacing the aging shelves. 
I would like to thank the staff for their incredibly hard work to ensure as smooth a year for the children as possible 
and providing a safe environment, allowing the children to challenge themselves, learn, explore, experiment and 
grow. The class of 2022 is in exceptionally capable hands.   
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Preschool quality improvement planning
Goal 1. Children will increase their capacity to take risks and self-regulate so they can successfully engage in their 
learning and quality interactions.
-staff reviewed current social skills programmes and found the PALS programme is relevant, appropriate and 
children actively engage. 
-EVERY child was engaged in explicit teaching of the social skills programmes. Pedagogical documentation was 
targeted and explicit and available to all staff. 
We encouraged all families to attend a Sharing Meeting in Term 2, providing opportunities to share information 
about our programme face to face
Implications for next year 
-Our Social Skills Programme has supported children’s ability to self-regulate, solve problems and extend their 
learning. How do we incorporate the lessons learnt this year into our regular programme?
-Parent Courses, Curriculum Night- We only reached 10-20% of families with this information- can we be more 
effective in this area- addressing what parent’s want/can/are willing to do? 
-Music in Education Strategy- expand music programme 
-AEDC- Emotional maturity- almost 40% at risk or vulnerable No increase in on track numbers
Reflections on Success Criteria
This year we have been more focussed on pedagogical documentation and this has provided us with valuable 
evidence on the learning that has occurred and the learning outcomes for children (individually and as a group). The 
Discovery Book and coding of the daily reflections provided evidence without introducing a new system.
We observed independent use of calming techniques and reports of children sharing these techniques with families.
Imaginative Play has been a vehicle for cooperative play and collaborative projects requiring high-level problem-
solving skills. 
Reflections on our social skills programme demonstrate growth in recognising emotions & feelings, ability to engage 
and complexity of interactions in all children across the year
Goal 2. To accelerate and deepen children's literacy and numeracy learning and their application of knowledge and 
skills in context (problem solving and increasingly complex activities)
-All staff engaged in reading and discussing shard readings at staff meetings. 
- Data collection review- Staff reviewed, reflected on changes, and reviewed again before implementing giving staff 
a clearer understanding of the ‘what’.
-Off site visit- to explore, ask questions, and benefit from ‘expert advice’. 
-Professional Conversations between staff related to our goals- at staff meeting and online forums
-Use of a range of data to inform the planning cycle, learning design and interventions. What have we seen children 
do/say/make?
-Information on Trust the Count was shared with parents. Parent Feedback on Trust the Count indicated that they 
now understood that counting was not just a memory skill.
-Music and Phonemic Awareness- work with Primary School music teacher to implement programme between sites
Implications for next year? 
-Staff are confident in their teaching of number and oral language skills and their implementation of tracking tools 
and are ready to expand into other areas of Literacy and Numeracy
-There is emerging research on effects of distractibility, fine motor skills and self-regulation on learning. We would 
love to explore this further 
Reflections on our Success Criteria
We noticed children:
-demonstrating engagement in group discussions and engaging in relevant questioning of others
-using specific language to develop projects and engage in planning and evaluation
-using mathematical concepts and language in play
- noticing number in their environment and questioning the use/purpose
- using number appropriately in play.
- engaging in complex conversations through imaginative play)
- articulating learning by use of vocabulary
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Enrolment

NOTE: The data is based on person counts in the two week reference period each term. Excludes pre-entry. 
Data Source: Preschool Data Collection, Data Reporting and Analytics directorate. 
Term 2 2020 data may not be available for all preschools.

Enrolment by Term
Year Term 1 Term 2 Term 3 Term 4
2018 39 40 38 41

2019 35 36 37 37

2020 37 N/A 40 41

2021 40 39 38 39

Destination schools
Feeder Schools (Site number - Name) 2018 2019 2020 2021

8007 - The Hills Christian Community School 10.0% 2.6% 0.0% 5.4%
495 - Woodside Primary School 78.0% 94.9% 83.8% 91.9%

NOTE: The data is collected in Term 3. It does not reflect actual schools enrolled in by exiting preschool children. Only 
schools that are a destination for 3% or more of students are shown.
Data Source: Site Performance Reporting System (SPER), Term 3 2021 collection.

Term 1 Term 2 Term 3 Term 4
2018 centre 96.6% 95.0% 94.7% 96.6%

2019 centre 95.4% 93.0% 84.7% 95.4%

2020 centre 88.4% 95.0% 88.2%

2021 centre 87.8% 94.9% 86.8%  94.8%

2018 state 90.8% 88.4% 88.0% 88.2%

2019 state 90.8% 88.2% 86.9% 87.6%

2020 state 89.8% 73.0% 86.3% 87.0%

2021 state 88.6% 86.5% 88.4% 85.0%

Attendance

Based on attendances recorded in the two week reference period each term. Data for eligible enrolments as described in the 
department's Enrolment policy.
Attendance rates may differ to previous reporting with the transfer from calculations  based on deemed attendance to actual 
attendance using booked hours divided by attended hours.
*Note: Term 2 2020 data may not be available for all preschools.

Attendance comment
Once again, in 2021 our attendances were above the State Average. We did notice the continuing trend for parents to 
keep children home when they are unwell throughout the year. Unlike previous years at Woodside, there were few 
holidays taken throughout term time due to the uncertainty of travel.

92% of children transitioned to Woodside Primary school this year, with children continuing to benefit from the strong 
ties between our 2 sites and our regular visits. 
The remaining children transitioned to Mt Torrens Christian School, Heritage College and Hills Christian School. 
Where possible staff contacted ad/or visited these sites to support the transition of each child. 

Destination schools comment
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Family opinion survey summary
Once again parents  had an opportunity to provide feedback through our Philosophy in Action Survey and the online 
Parent Opinion Survey provided by the Department for Education.
We had limited responses to both surveys, making it difficult to formulate a response to the feedback. We had 23% ( 9) 
of families respond to our Philosophy Statement survey and 15% (6) respond to the Departmental survey. We have no 
way of knowing if some families responded to both or if these were different families.
We conducted our survey differently this year as we asked 50% of families to complete the Philosophy in Action survey 
and 50% to complete a Communication Survey (to help us determine the best ways of communicating with our 
community) . We received 9 responses to both surveys.
With all surveys there was a high level of satisfaction demonstrated, with a 'neutral' response being the lowest 
response across the board. It is interesting to note that the  relatively small number of neutral response were most 
often relating to  opportunities for involvement by parents and families (which has unfortunately been limited due to 
COVID restrictions). We continue to look at ways we can keep our communication open and families engaged 
throughout this period. This is in line with our responses to the 2020 survey as well.
Our Communication Survey concluded that conversations with both staff and other families were in the top 3 methods 
of communication preferred by families. While we have done our best to keep these communication channels open 
throughout COVID, the options have been limited by restrictions.
Some of the comments received include
'The teachers go above and beyond to ensure all children are included. Separate groups are used to divide children 
and work with them on the areas they need most, which helps them develop at their own rates which is fantastic.'
'Very hard with COVID situation, but dealt with. Great effort from all staff at the preschool
'We could not commend the preschool enough for the efforts and commitment of staff.'

All staff and volunteers required to have screening are up to date. A register is held onsite to ensure requirements are 
met

Relevant history screening

Funding Source Amount
Grants: State $452,903
Grants: Commonwealth $0
Parent Contributions $34,866
Other $6,120

Financial statement
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2021 Preschool annual report: Improved outcomes funding 

Improved outcomes category 
(where applicable to the site)

Briefly describe how the 2021 funding was used to improve the relevant department's standard of educational 
achievement outcomes (where applicable):*

Outcomes achieved or progress towards these 
outcomes:

Improved outcomes for numeracy and literacy 

We funded staff to engage in shared learning about number , including a shared text- Mathematics in 
Early Years Education, and to review our assessment processes of number and phonological awareness.
Staff were employed to complete screening tools for each child in both areas in Term 2 and again in Term 
3 and supported to attend pupil free days with shared learning.
This year we also revisited what was age appropriate and how we assessed this.- part of the process was 
a review of pedagogical documentation with a focus on 'triangulating data'.

NASM & PASM data as well as pedagogical 
documentation indicates growth in all
areas with 90% above age appropriate levels 
at the end of Term 4.

Inclusive Education Support Program

We supported children with speech & language delays, ASD, developmental concerns, supervision for
eating programs and provided staff to run dedicated small group times to allow for successful
interactions for children struggling with larger group situations. 

All children engaged in support programs
demonstrated growth throughout the year.
Individual learning plans reflected this.

Improved outcomes for non-English speaking 
children who received bilingual support

N/A NA

* The department's standard of educational achievement is defined as children and young people progressing and achieving at or above their appropriate year level.


